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The debut was spectacular and the ongoing shuffles and scuffles
are worth a watch. Reminding one of Shah Rukh Khan’s

dialogue in Bollywood blockbuster “Don’t underestimate the power
of common man”, Aam Admi Party (AAP) leader Arvind Kejriwal
is now Chief Minister of Delhi, calling the shots in the corridors of
power, much to the chagrin of the ruling Congress and the
Opposition BJP at the centre.  Well, things don’t seem to end there
in Delhi with AAP revealing its intention to contest as many Lok
Sabha seats as possible in as many states across the country.

People from every nook and cranny of the country started taking
membership in the party, apparently hoping to cash in on Kejriwal’s
huge and unexpected popularity. Corporate executives including
former Infosys board member V Balakrishnan, banker Meera
Sanyal and Air Deccan founder Captain Gopinath have already
joined the party and scores of people from Andhra Pradesh are also
eyeing tickets for the upcoming Parliament elections from AAP.  

But then out there in Delhi, things do not seem to be spic and span.
While drawing flak over his decision to move to a capacious house
and the following withdrawal of his plan, Kejriwal has been
stumbling in his exercise to clean Delhi administration from graft.
Kejriwal said his intentions were ‘pure’, though his party lacked
knowledge and vision.  

Allegations have been growing about how this frail looking former
civil servant flouted rules while in service and BJP camp has been
accusing AAP of Congress ‘offshoot’. But AAP leader Prasanth
Bhushan is adamant. “People now want an alternative to the
Congress and the BJP. AAP will fight the Lok Sabha elections in
all the states in maximum possible seats. Candidates will be verified
in the states and at the district level," Bhushan reportedly said.

In Andhra Pradesh, some leaders who have been disgruntled and
disgraced are pinning hopes on AAP.  We have to wait and watch
how ‘clean’ the AAP will be.  A witty man rightly tweeted when
Kejriwal bagged 28 seats in Delhi Assembly polls: “AAP jaisa koi
meri zindagi mein aye, to baat ban jaye”!

EDITOR’S DESK
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B G RAJESWAR

He is supposed to protect the
government lands from
being encroached by land

grabbers and be answerable to the
public. But the tahsildar of
Serilingampally mandal in Ranga
Reddy district feels questions raised
under the Right to Information Act
are hypothetical.

The reply given by the tahsildar
to the RTI application seeking
information in connection with
169.38 acres government land in
survey number 44 of Miyapur village
shows that the officer is reluctant to

share information.
The 169.38 acres of government

land has been grabbed by realtors and
builders in connivance with corrupt
officials and patronage of some
politicians.

The revenue department has
already filed a case in connection
with the land in survey number 44
and the Land Grabbing Court has
issued a stay. Despite this,
construction and sale of residential
apartments has been going on while
the officials turn a blind eye to the
illegal activities.

In this backdrop, the RTI
application was made to the tahsildar

seeking information in an attempt to
bring out the unabated encroachment
of government land worth thousands
of crores.

The News has announced in its
December issue that officials
concerned were trying to either pass
the buck or giving reckless answers
for the queries posed under RTI Act
and the same would be made public
in subsequent issues.

While the joint sub-registrar of
Balanagar states in his reply to RTI
application that no information was
received from the revenue
department prohibiting registration
of properties in survey number 44

FOR HIM, QUESTIONS UNDER
RTI ACT ARE HYPOTHETICAL

LAND MAFIA
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due to which documents were
being registered, Greater
Hyderabad Municipal
Corporation’s Circle-12
deputy commissioner said the
file related to survey number
44 was dealt by the head
office.

Stating that the zonal
office has accorded four
building permissions, the
deputy commissioner
forwarded the application to
the head office for providing
information to the applicant.
However, the head office has
not bothered to send
information so far.

On the other hand,
contradicting his own oral
reply (recorded with an
electronic device),

Serilingampally tahsildar B
Rajesham said the questions
posed were hypothetical.

In his conversation with
The News team, the tahsildar
had admitted that
encroachments were made in
the government land and the
revenue department was
helpless because of serious
shortage of manpower.

However, while replying to
the RTI application, the
tahsildar states that the
questions posed under RTI Act
are hypothetical. The News
reproduces the six questions
asked in the RTI application and
also prints the reply given by the
tahsildar so the readers can
judge the level at which the land
mafia has been operating.

1 What is the status of the land in survey number 44 of
Miyapur village ?

2 Status of the case pending in Land Grabbing Court in
connection with above said land.

3 Extent of land encroached by builders in survey number
44 along with name and contact numbers of the
encroachers.

4 Steps taken by the revenue department to protect the 160
acre government land in the above said survey number.

5 Copies of the latest communication sent to GHMC,
registration department and all other departments
concerned for necessary action with respect to the land
in survey number 44.

6 Whether police complaint has been lodged in connection
with the encroachment of government land in survey
number 44? If so, please provide a copy of the same. If
not, please give the reasons.

7 The replies given by the officials show how the realtors,
corrupt officials and politicians come together to take the
shape of land mafia.

However, The News is dedicated to take the campaign against land mafia to its logical end at least in some
cases. So, keep reading the series of reports to be published in future and come forward with suggestions and
information to ensure the land grabbers are brought to book.

The queries The reply

LAND MAFIA
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D PRAVEEN KUMAR

It appears the land mafia
operating in the garb of Pyramid
Spiritual Trust in Mahabubnagar

district has been able to influence one
of the revenue officials speak in their
favour.

The News has published in these
columns a report about how the Trust
grabbed government land and other
lands given by the government to
tribals in the garb of organizing
‘Dhyana Mahasabhalu’ in 2012.

Reacting on the report, managing
trustee of the Trust, V Lakshmana
Rao, has sent a news report published
in a vernacular daily which says the
local Tahsildar had visited the place
where Maheswara Maha Pyramid
has been constructed and certified
that there was no encroachment.

Interestingly, Lakshmana Rao
himself is a real estate businessman.

In addition, the Trust chairman K
Vijaya Bhaskar Reddy, a close
relative of union minister S Jaipal
Reddy, is also an influential real
estate businessman.

While the duo managed to get a

favourable statement from the
Tahsildar in their favour concealing
the truth, Mahabubnagar district
collector M Girija Shankar admitted
the fact that the Pyramid Spiritual
Trust has indeed resorted to
encroachment.

In an official communication
dated December 7, 2013 sent to a
non-government organization, the
district collector said, “The Joint
Collector has found encroachments
in government lands by Pyramid
Spiritual Trust at Kadthal village of
Amangal mandal and submitted
detailed report on the matter. Further
the revenue divisional officer,
Mahabubnagar and the Tahsildar,
Amangal have been instructed to
take action on the findings of the
Joint Collector, Mahabubnagar on
encroachments by the Pyramid
Spiritual Trust.”

It may be recalled the

Land mafia dictate
terms to officials
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Mahabubnagar district joint collector
Sharman has said in his report that
14.27 acres of government land has
been encroached out of which 12
acres has been converted into
ventures by private persons without
prior permission or sanction from the
competent authority.

It was also discovered by the joint
collector that 66.31 acres land in
Kadthal village, located close the
huge pyramid constructed by the

trust on a government land, was
converted into plots and layouts have
come up without converting into
non-agricultural purpose and without
any prior sanction of the gram
panchayat concerned due to which
the government suffered huge loss.
The joint collector suggested in his
report that further investigation was
required into the issue.

Sharman also sought instructions
to the revenue divisional officer
directing him to initiate action
against Pyramid Spiritual Trust under
the Land Encroachment Act, 1905.

The joint collector submitted his
enquiry report to the district collector
on April 12, 2013. However, it
appears the district collector has not

been serious on initiating action
against the land grabbers.

The district collector says in his
letter sent to the NGO that notices
were issued to the encroachers and
the water tank constructed without
obtaining any permission has been
taken over by the revenue authorities.
Sources say the district collector
seems to be hesitant to act against the
land grabbers in view of their
connections in power corridors.

One cannot understand why the
district collector has been so soft
against Pyramid Spiritual Trust since
the revenue authorities are known for

razing the huts erected by homeless
poor on government lands. The
revenue authorities take a lot of pains
to remove the huts erected by poor
people on government lands but
spare no effort to delay similar action
against influential land grabbers,
which is evident in the present case,
sources said.

Meanwhile, Mahabubnagar
district joint collector Sharman told
The News that the Amangal
Tahsildar seems to have little
knowledge about the encroachments
around Maheswara Maha Pyramid
since he took charge recently. 

Sharman also sought
instructions to the

revenue divisional officer
directing him to initiate
action against Pyramid

Spiritual Trust under the
Land encroachment Act,
1905.  The joint collector

submitted his enquiry
report to the district

collector on April 12, 2013

LAND MAFIA
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DOODI DURGA REDDY

Two Sub-Inspectors (SI) of
police working in Medak
district are dodging enquiry

following allegations of indecent
behavior with women who
approached them seeking justice for
their problems.

One of the police officials
Ramachandram of Regode Police
Station has gone on long leave  in an
apparent attempt to escape
disciplinary action, while another
official Lenin Babu of Dubbaka
Police Station is already being
protected by local politicians. Also,
the duo had been trying to influence
the complainants in one way or the
other in a bid to force them to turn
hostile and withdraw the complaints,
sources said.

The indecent behavior and sexual
harassment by the two police
officials came to light after the
victims approached the Andhra
Pradesh State Human Rights
Commission in December 2013.

One victim V Boodamma said in
her complaint lodged with the HRC
that she went to Dubbaka police
station on September 201, 2013
along with her widower daughter
Venkatalakshmi to file a complaint
against her son Ramachandram. She
told the police that she was shunted
out by her son and the latter was
refusing to give her a share in the
property earned by her husband. She
sought justice from the police.

As if he was doing justice, Lenin
Babu summoned Ramachandram to
the police station and warned him to
settle the issue with his mother
amicably. The latter sought some
time but within a week his wife
Manemma lodged a counter case

against Boodamma’s daughter
Venkatalakshmi and her younger son.

It was then Lenin Babu began
showing his true colours. He
summoned Venkatalakshmi and
threatened to book a case if she
refused to sleep with him. Shocked at
this indecent behavior, she bargained
for some time to think and left the
police station. Later, she approached
an advocate and with his suggestion
met the SI once again only to record
his indecent conversation in her
phone. Subsequently, she approached
the HRC and filed a complaint
against the SI.

In a similar incident, sub-
inspector Ramachandram of Regode
police station asked one Balamani to
come to his place alone around 9 pm
and satisfy him. The woman had
earlier gone to the police station
following a minor quarrel with

neighbours. However, the SI began
demanding sexual pleasure and even
threatened to book a case against her.

Unable to tolerate the
harassment, the victim approached
HRC and lodged a complaint against
the SI. The HRC non-judicial
member K Peda Peri Reddy took
serious note of the two cases and
directed the Medak district
superintendent of police to hold an
enquiry and submit a detailed report.

However, no action has been
taken so far for the reasons best
known to the authorities, sources
said.

Sub-Inspectors
turn sex maniacs

Lenin Babu Ramchandar

COPS & CROOKS
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THE NEWS BUREAU

Serious lack of coordination
between the departments of
forest and police appears to be

the reason behind the attacks by the
red sanders smugglers and their
henchmen in the recent times in
Seshachala Forest in Chittoor
district.

Two forest officials were brutally
killed and three others injured when
henchmen working for the Tamil
Nadu based red sanders smugglers
attacked forest officials on December
16 with sickles, axes and stones.

According to officials, Deputy
Range Officer N R Sridhar, 50 and
Assistant Beat Officer David
Karunakar, 49 died on the spot, while
Forest Section Officer Ramana, Beat
Officer Chandrasekhara Raju and
Forest Protection Watcher Naresh
suffered grievous wounds.

The attack took place when
Sridhar assisted by seven other
personnel reached the dense forest
near Ganjabanda in the wee hours of
December 16 on receipt of
information about red sanders
smuggling.

According to sources, there were
more than 100 men cutting and
smuggling the red sanders for their
handlers in Tamil Nadu. They
attacked the forest officials forcing
them to run for cover since the
officials were unarmed. The forest
officials managed to inform their
colleagues about the attack and

sought reinforcements along with
armed police.

Two more forest officials Ramlal
Naik and David Karunakar sought
police help and rushed to the place
where their colleagues were in
trouble. The forest officials hiding in
bushes came out from safety on
seeing their colleagues only to come
under an intensified attack of the
smugglers. The assailants chased the
forest officials and battered them,
killing two of them on the spot and
leaving others injured. By the time
police teams arrived, the assailants
fled the place.

Sources said the forest officials
did not seek police help before
setting out on the operation. It
appears they forgot the recent attack
by the smugglers on the special task
force personnel formed by the police
department to prevent red sanders
smuggling.

Sources in police and forest
departments say that there has been
serious lack of coordination between
the officials of the two departments.
It looks they have not learnt lessons
from the past incidents.

It is also alleged that corruption
has been rampant among the ranks of
police and forest departments due to
which the smugglers from Tamil
Nadu have been operating at their
will in Seshachala forest.

Sources said it is time the
government arm the forest officials
immediately and form joint teams of
the forest and police officials picked
up on the basis of their merit and
performance to ensure stern action
against the red sanders smugglers.

Meanwhile, Superintendent of
Police Rajasekhar Babu claimed that
three smugglers – Govindarajulu,
Chavadan Kali of Kallavur village
and Ramaswamy of Killanooru
village in Vellore district were
arrested apart from 100 wood cutters,
who attacked and killed the forest
officials.

He also said a dedicated team of
20 armed policemen would be placed
at the disposal of the forest
department. 

SmUggLeRS kILL FoReST 
oFFICIALS In ChITTooR 

Lack of coordination, rampant corruption cited as reasons 

COPS & CROOKS
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THE NEWS BUREAU

In what resembled a scene in a
spine-chilling horror flick, gory
death came calling a seven-year-

old-girl, who was lazing on a railway
platform, waiting for her father who
was at the ticket counter, busy
purchasing train tickets.   

The gruesome incident that took
place on platform number 10 at the
Secunderabad Railway Station on
December 10 sent shockwaves
among hundreds of unsuspecting
witnesses.

Things were normal at the busy
terminal as hundreds of passengers,
relatives, vendors, beggars and

railway officials were moving as
usual with their own plans, until all of
a sudden, came a psycho and nabbed
the little girl, who was caught
unawares.  The maniac took out a
dagger and stabbed the tender girl
indiscriminately. The girl,
Priyadarshini, was waiting to board a
train to Maharashtra's Solapur to
attend a marriage along with her
father and grandmother.

It was when her father Srinivas
went to buy tickets the killer appeared
and attacked the girl with the knife. It
took a few moments for other
passengers standing nearby to
understand what was going on. Some
of the passengers rushed towards the

psycho, thrashed him before handing
him over to railway police.

The victim was taken to
government-run Gandhi Hospital,
where she died while undergoing
treatment.

According to the police, the
assailant was identified as 21-year-
old K Kumar, a native of Pannur
village in Chittoor district. He was a
first year student of SRS Degree
College in Putturu of the same
district.

Investigations by the police
revealed that Kumar has been
mentally depressed for the last one
year and behaving in a disturbing
manner. He was forcibly taken to
SVR Ruia Hospital in  Tirupati on
April 18 for treatment as he was
moving around woods and used to
pelt stones at the villagers when
asked him to come home.

He went to the hospital for
treatment for the last time on August
11. His parents joined him in the
college so that he may come out of
the depression and come back to
normalcy. However, he took some
money from home three days ago
saying he was leaving for college but
did not return home, police said.

Instead, he boarded a train and
reached Secunderabad where he
stabbed an innocent girl to death. He
told police that his girlfriend was
affected with HIV and his friends had
been taunting him due to which he
was upset.

Mindless maniac
kills 6-year-old
innocent girl

In a horrifying incident, a psycho stabbed a small girl who
was waiting at Secunderabad Railway Station, who was later

caught and handed over to the police. however, 6-year-old
Priyadarshani died of multiple injuries in a city hospital
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Despite stringent laws and tall
claims by everyone
responsible for containing

the menace, there is a sharp increase
in the crime against women in the
state during 2013.

This was disclosed by none other
than the Director General of Police
(DGP) B Prasada Rao on the last day
of 2013. However, state police
attribute the increase mainly to two
reasons.

According to the DGP, there has
been an increase of 15.11 percent in

the crime against women in 2013
when compared to 2012. “This is
because of the free registration of
cases. Earlier, cases were registered
only after thorough verification of
the complaint and after ascertaining
its genuineness. But now cases are
registered as soon as complaints are
received and verification will be
done later,” Prasada Rao said.

In hushed tones, police officials
also cite another reason for increase
in crime against women. They say
the entire police force was busy
round the year tackling the agitations
in support and against the creation of

Telangana.
Without stating that the entire

police force was pre-occupied with
tackling the agitations, the DGP
claimed that the state police have
been able to effectively control the
agitations through the application of
non-lethal methods.

“AP police has received a lot of
appreciation at the conference of
directors general of police for the
non-lethal method of controlling
agitations. Not a single person has
been killed during police action,”
Prasada Rao said.

The DGP further said more than

Crime against women
up by 15% in AP

COPS & CROOKS
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF CRIME AGAINST WOMEN

M.O. Head 2011 2012 2012
(Up to Nov)

2013
(Up to Nov)

Variations in 2-13 over
2012

Dowry murder 177 150 135 133 - 01.48%

Dowry deaths 564 494 463 437 - 05.62%

Abetment of suicide 1387 1111 1001 1019 + 01.80%

Harassment 10886 11314 10484 12199 + 16.36%

Murder 794 805 738 662 - 10.30%

D.P. Act 2959 3504 3250 2758 - 15.14%

Rape cases 1386 1304 1191 1434 + 20.40%

Kidnap & Abduction 1281 1136 1020 1203 + 17.94%

Outraging of modesty 3981 4134 3821 5624 + 47.19%

Bigamy 485 536 482 529 + 09.75%

Total 23,900 24488 22585 25998 + 15.11%

3.5 lakh cases were pending trial in
courts and steps would be taken to
reduce the pendency. Also, steps
were underway to improve visible
policing and strict implementation of
Nirbhaya Act, he said adding
proposal has already been sent to the
government for setting up of 131
more women police stations across
the state in addition to the existing 35
police stations.

Prasada Rao said welfare
measures for the police personnel
were being improved besides
opening subsidized police canteens
in all the units in the state.
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MAKING
MOCKERY OF
DEMOCRACY

Aadmi bolta uska dodo baap, uski biwi bolti 
uska dodo shohar aur unke bachche pareshaan
hai unke asli baap kaun (head of the family claims
he has two fathers, while his wife claims she has
two husbands and their children are confused as
to who is their actual father).
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FACT FILE

MOHSIN BIN HUSSAIN AL-KASARY

This is not a reel life sequence
but it is a real life situation
wherein scores of individuals

resorted to this irregularity for
securing more than one voter ID card
during the special summary revision,
2014.  And, All India Majlis Ittehadul
Muslimeen (AIMIM) leaders are
allegedly behind this grave
irregularity.

Documents available with The
News show several families have got
more than one voter ID card with
different registration and serial
numbers – i.e. one person would be
able to cast more than one vote in the
same election. To be more precise,
MIM leaders will be able to garner
bogus votes in favour of their
candidate.

In several cases, members of
individual families are coming

forward to get more than one voter
ID card, in many other cases the
individual families are unaware that
more than one voter ID card has been
existing on their names.

This is being done by the elected
representatives of MIM in
connivance with the corrupt Greater
Hyderabad Municipal Corporation’s

(GHMC) election wing officials.
Sources said the MIM leaders are
getting the cards prepared in their
backyards luring the GHMC
employees in one way or the other.

Sources said MIM leaders have
reportedly assured the data entry
operators, who are working on
outsourced basis, with regularizing

Casting bogus vote is not only illegal
but according to Islam it is a sin, says

former corporator M A Basith.
He reminds his fellow people one of

the last sermons of Prophet Mohammed,
“Remember, one day you will appear
before God and answer your deeds. So
beware, do not stray from the path of
righteousness after I am gone.”

Recalling another sermon of Prophet
Mohammed which says that the righteous
work continues to benefit a believer even
after his or her death, Basith says he was trying to spread among others
the knowledge he acquired which says casting bogus vote is a sin.

Being an elected Member of
Parliament, MIM chief

Asaduddin Owaisi called up on
the voters of Muslim community
to ensure 150 percent polling in
the coming elections.

Speaking at a meeting
organized in memory of his
father late Sultan Salahuddin
Owaisi, who was the chief of
MIM and an MP, at Khilwat
Ground on August 17, 2013,
Asadudin called up on his party
workers and supporters to
ensure not only 100 percent
polling but see to it that 150 percent polling was done
in favour of MIM.

He also told the gathering not to be surprised at
his words. “Don’t be confused. You might be
wondering how it could be possible. Even my late

father used to give the same call
– Khair-O-Barkat ke vote. So,
Khair-O-Barkat ke vote dalo.”

In Urdu, khair-o-barkat ke
vote means cast bogus votes.
Asaduddin claims himself a law
abiding citizen of India. He has a
law degree from London. Above
all, he is an elected Member of
Parliament and president of MIM.
Political analysts wonder how
such a person could stoop down
to such an extent and ask his
supporters to cast bogus votes.

This could be because of the
dwindling support for MIM in its strongholds due to
various reasons including growing awareness in
Muslim community, analysts said adding that the
election commission should be more careful before
finalizing the electoral rolls.

ENSURE 150% POLLING: ASAD
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This is the case of a petty MIM
leader Syed Hussain Ahmed of

Doodhbowli. A retired employee of
the Government Mint, Hussain is
currently the MIM president of
Doodhbowli area.

He has obtained three voter ID
cards by manipulation. One card he
had obtained claiming himself as
Syed Hussain, while in another card
he mentioned his name as Syed
Hussain Ahmed. The third card he
had obtained claiming himself as
Syed Jahangir and changing his
father’s name as Syed Yasin Ahmed.

The irony is that two cards have
been issued with the same address
containing his photograph, while the
third card has been issued with a
different address but with same
photograph.

He did not stop with securing
three voter ID cards for himself. But
he got his wife and children into
committing this sin.

His wife Amena Begum has got
two voter ID cards with same
residential address and photograph
but changed the name of her
husband. In one card, her husband’s

name has been mentioned as Syed
Hasan, while her husband’s name in
another case has been mentioned as
Syed Hussain Ahmed.

Similarly, one of his daughters –
Syeda Rayeesunnisa has got two
voter ID cards just by changing her
age. Sources say this may not be an
isolated case. Similar cases can be
found on a large scale if election
commission officials honestly try to
get rid of the irregularities in the
electoral rolls.  

their services if they helped in
preparing bogus voter ID cards
besides paying them handsome
financial rewards.

Large number of bogus votes had
been prepared during the special
summary revision 2014. The draft
photo electoral rolls published on
November 18, 2013 show the glaring
irregularities wherein same person
has been issued with more than one
voter ID card just by changing either
his name or his father’s name or even
by adding a sub-division to the house

number in which he resides. Sources
said the MIM leaders have resorted
to similar irregularity during the
latest enrollment drive since the final
electoral rolls would be published
later this month.

Righteous Islamic scholars say
securing voter ID cards by changing
ones father’s or husband’s name is a
grave sin. It implies that such
applicant is born not to his original
father but to a man whose name has
been mentioned as his father in the
bogus voter ID card. It also implies

that his mother is characterless, the
scholars say.

The scholars say pious Muslim
voters should not be carried away by
the speeches or inducements of
political leaders and uphold the
moral values of the religion. They
also appealed to the Chief Electoral
Officer Bhanwar Lal to direct the
election commission staff to be very
careful while verifying the draft
electoral rolls and remove the bogus
votes got registered by the selfish
political leaders. 

MERE DODO BAAP

One woman two cards

One man three cards

COVER STORY
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The 135-year-old renowned
Islami University, Jamia

Nizamia had issued in the year
2003 a fatwa against bogus voting.

Jamia Nizamia had said in the
fatwa, “casting a bogus vote is not
permitted in Islam.”

To cast a bogus vote a man

claims he was born to some other
person other than his original
father. It means the person casting
a bogus vote is demeaning his own
mother’s character, Islamic
scholars say. On the other hand, a
married woman will have to claim
some other man as her husband to
cast a bogus vote, which means she
is unfaithful to her lawfully wedded
husband.

Ironically, Jamia Nizamia has
allowed its 601 students, who are
non-locals obtain voter ID cards.
Sources said most of them already
have voter ID cards in their native
places and the one issued in
Hyderabad is the second voter ID
card.

Even the authorities concerned
did not think twice before issuing
voter ID cards for 601 students
living in the hostel situated in the
premises with house number 20-3-
160 in Shibligunj.  

One man two cardsOne man two cards

One man two cards

One woman two cards

One man two cards One woman two cards

JAMIA NIZAMIA FATWA
AGAINST BOGUS VOTING
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DRUGS & COPS

D BAL REDDY

It was around 9.15 pm on May 8,
2013 and traffic on the
Mutyalamma Steet in Kalasiguda

area of Secunderabad was slowly
coming down. Shop keepers were
closing their business for the day and
residents of the area were either
reaching home, while those already
home were watching television over
their dinner.

Suddenly, the locality went into a
tizzy following sudden report of a
gun in one of the residential
buildings. There was also an alarm
raised by a man who called for help.
Seconds later, witnesses saw about
half a dozen youth emerging out of a
three storied building and running
away from the area.

Minutes later, gold ornaments
maker Jayantho Kanjilal was found
lying unconscious on the landing of
staircase on the first floor of the
building owned by R Gandaiah. He
was profusely bleeding because of a
gunshot on his back. Neighbours
rushed him to Yashoda Hospital for

treatment. Mahankali police swung
into action since the area falls in their
jurisdiction. Inspector K
Satyanarayana took over the
investigation in view of the severity
of offense. The two knives left behind
by the assailants near the crime scene
did not help the investigators.

The investigators took the help of
technology and found eight mobile
phones suspicious. Analysis of the
mobile phones gave vital leads

resulting in solving the case.
The investigators found that the

kingpin of the conspiracy was one
Bappi, a migrant goldsmith working
in Secunderabad. He was in constant
touch with Jayantho’s assistant
Debasish to know each and every
movement of Jayantho.

According to police, Jayantho has
well-established business of making
gold ornaments. He used to get orders
from different parts of the state. He
hired as many as 12 workers to attend
to the orders and Debasish was one
among them.

Bappi targeted Jayantho in
consultation with another goldsmith

Osman Ali. They had planned to loot
the gold ornaments from Jayantho to
make quick bucks. Since they belong
to West Bengal, they had friendship
with Debasish, who also hails from
West Bengal.

Subsequently, Osman and Bappi
approached one Qutub, who works as
teacher at a Madarsa in West Bengal
and through him hired a gang to rob
Jayantho. The hired gang boarded a
train at Howrah on May 3, 2013 and
reached Hyderabad. All the eleven
accused coordinated with each other
and attacked Jayantho on May 8
when he was leaving home around
9.15 pm to go to Vijayawada to
deliver gold ornaments.

The assailants pointed fire arms
and knives at Jayantho and his
assistant Debasish and demanded
them to hand over the gold
ornaments. However, Jayantho raised
alarm following which the assailants
opened fire at him. The bullet pierced
his back and left him unconscious.
Immediately after the gunshot, the
assailants fled the place.

However, the phone numbers
helped investigators identify all the
accused, some of whom were
goldsmiths working in different shops
in Secunderabad run by migrant
people from West Bengal.

Police could arrest five of the
accused while six others including the
Debasish, the assistant of the victim
are still absconding. 

GOLDSMITHS
TAKE TO CRIME
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Confirming that he was all set
to leave Congress party,
former Minister Dharmana

Prasada Rao on December 12 said
that he was left with no other option
but to join the YSR Congress.

Speaking to media persons in the
Assembly premises, Dharmana said
the Congress party has made him an

accused. “AICC general secretary
Rahul Gandhi says tickets will not be
given to leaders facing charges in
cases. I cannot quit politics without
proving my innocence,” he said.

He also said he cannot join
Telugu Desam Party because of its
positive stand for state bifurcation.
“Given this situation, I have no other
alternative but to join YSRCP,”
Dharmana said.

Dharmana had to quit his
minister’s berth after he was named
as accused in the disproportionate
assets case registered by the CBI
against YSRCP president Y S
Jaganmohan Reddy.

According to the chargesheet
filed by CBI, Dharmana, who was
the Revenue Minister during the
relevant period, issued four GOs on
the instructions of the then Chief
Minister Y S Rajasekhara Reddy,
much against the rules. The GOs
were issued as part of a criminal
conspiracy to cause wrongful gain
for industrialist Nimmagadda Prasad.

The chargesheet also said that
Dharmana abetted IAS officers M
Samuel and IRAS officer K V
Brahmananda Reddy to issue the
GOs making land allotments for
VANPIC Project.

According to the chargesheet,
GO No. 233 was issued allotting
6,776 acres of land for VANPIC
Project without informing the
Investments and Infrastructure
Department with an intention to
cause wrongful gain to Nimmagadda
Prasad.

One more former minister
Mopidevi Venkataramana Rao also
joined YSRCP, quitting Congress
after he was arrested by the CBI in
connection with the disproportionate
assets case registered against Jagan.

Mopidevi spent several months in
Chanchalguda prison, where Jagan
was also lodged in the same case.
Mopidevi felt he was betrayed by
Congress and opted to go with Jagan.

In this backdrop, analysts say
former home minister P Sabita Indra
Reddy may also join YSRCP. She
was also named in the CBI
chargesheet filed against Jagan.
Fortunately for her, Sabita was not
arrested by the probe agency. 

I  HAVE NO OTHER
OPTION BUT TO JOIN
YSRCP: DHARMANA

POLITICAL NEWS
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Andhra Pradesh legislature failed to
debate the Telangana Bill as
legislators from Seemandhra

(Rayalaseema and coastal Andhra) protested
against the bill. Instead, they stuck to their
demand of passing a resolution opposing
bifurcation of the state.

The assembly was adjourned on December
19, 2013 a day before the scheduled time. It
will meet again on January 3, 2014 for the
second leg of the winter session. However, the
possibility of a debate over the bill appears to
be remote as the legislators from Seemandra
region are strongly opposing the bifurcation,
cutting across party lines.

The winter session began on December 12
and was to continue till December 20, but the
speaker adjourned the house a day in advance.
The legislative council was also adjourned till
January 3 amid ruckus over the bill.

The bill for the formation of a separate

AP legislature
fails to debate
Telangana Bill

POLITICAL NEWS
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The Andhra Pradesh
Reorganisation Bill 2013

proposes that the governor of the
existing Andhra Pradesh will have
special law and order powers in
Hyderabad. He will serve as
governor of Telangana and Andhra
Pradesh for a period to be
determined by the President.

The bill provides that the
governor will have special
responsibility for the security of
life, liberty and property of all
those who reside in Hyderabad,
which will be a common capital of
both the state for 10 years.

The governor, who will be
assisted by two advisors to be
appointed by the Central
government, will have the
responsibility with regard to
matters such as law and order,
internal security and security of
vital installations, and
management and allocation of
government buildings in the
common capital area.

The bill proposes that Central
government will assist the
successor states to raise additional
police forces.

After the bifurcation of existing Andhra Pradesh state, the new state
of Telangana, will have 119-member Assembly while Andhra

Pradesh will have 175-member Assembly.
On the other hand, Telangana, comprising 10 districts and Andhra

Pradesh, comprising 13 districts, will have 17 and 25 Lok Sabha seats
respectively.

The existing Assembly has 294-members while one member from
Anglo-Indian community is nominated by the governor.

The bill proposes that the governor may nominate one member each
to the assemblies of the successor states to give representation to the
Anglo-Indian community.

The legislative council, the upper house of the state legislature, will
continue in both the states. Out of 90 seats in the existing council, the
Central government has allotted 50 seats to Andhra Pradesh and 40 to
Telangana.

The existing state sends 18 members to Rajya Sabha. The bill
proposes that Telangana will get seven seats and Andhra Pradesh 11.

The bill proposes that the Election Commission will take up
delimitation of assembly constituencies to determine the number of seats
to be reserved for the scheduled castes and the scheduled tribes in the
assemblies of the two states.

The delimitation exercise may also be taken up for the adjustments
in the boundaries and description of the extent of the parliamentary
constituencies in each state.

GOVERNOR TO
POLICE

HYDERABAD
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Telangana state was tabled in both
houses on December 16 after it was
sent by the President, seeking the
opinion of legislators in Andhra
Pradesh. The bill has to be returned
to the President by January 23.

Seemandhra TDP legislators

wanted the speaker to send back the
bill to the president without debate,
so that the state remains united, while
their counterparts from the YSR
Congress wanted the house to pass a
resolution opposing the state's
bifurcation.

On the other
hand, Telangana
legislators,
irrespective of party
affiliation, were
urging the speaker to
allow the debate on
the bill.

The second half
of December 2013
saw tension in
Andhra Pradesh state
secretariat as the
employees of
Seemandhra and
Telangana nearly
came to blows over
the bill sent by the
centre for formation
of separate
Telangana state.

Employees of
Seemandhra took out
a rally when officials
were transporting the

bill to the state assembly amid tight
security. After the convoy of vehicles
left for the assembly, Seemandhra
employees intensified their protest.

Raising slogans in support of the
united state, the employees marched
in the high security zone and even set
afire an effigy of Congress general
secretary Digvijaya Singh to protest
his visit to Hyderabad.

Employees from Telangana
began a counter protest. The
secretariat was rocked by the slogans
from both the sides. The two groups
even tried to push each other.

Police had a tough time in
controlling the two groups, who
almost clashed in front of 'C' block
which houses the office of the Chief
Minister. Both sides blamed each
other for the situation.

Telangana Employees Joint
Action Committee (JAC) leader V.
Srinivas Goud said they would not
tolerate Seemandhra employees
creating hurdles in formation of
Telangana state. He said as a large
number of people from Seemandhra
are living in Hyderabad, the
Seemandhra employees should not
do anything which vitiate the
peaceful atmosphere.

POLITICAL NEWS
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Aam Admi Party (AAP)
created history when its
founder leader Arvind

Kejriwal took oath as Delhi’s seventh

chief minister at the Ramlila Maidan.
The AAP shocked Congress and

Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) by
winning 28 seats in the 70-member
assembly. Kejriwal himself fought
and defeated three-time chief

minister Sheila Dikshit. AAP was
invited to form government by the
Delhi Lt Governor Najeeb Jung after
BJP declined to take power as it
secured only 31 seats, five short of
clear majority.

POLITICAL PARTIES
WORRIED AS AAM

ADMI RULES DELHI
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Congress, which won eight seats,
offered unconditional outside support
for AAP while BJP remained silent.
However, AAP took 10 days time to
seek public opinion whether to
accept Congress support and form
government.

Finally, AAP decided to form the
government and Kejriwal took oath
along with six ministers on
December 28, making history.

The AAP leaders, clad in
everyday dress, travelled by metro
train like common commuters to
reach Ramlila Maidan, where they
were sworn in as ministers amid tens
of thousands of people on December
28. Kejriwal promised to live up to
his party’s promise of clean politics.

Addressing the people gathered
at Ramlila Maidan after taking oath,
Kejriwal said it was a historic day but
the road ahead would be long and
challenging. “People of Delhi proved
that even honest people can fight and
win elections,” he said.

Kejriwal also said there was no
magic wand to resolve all the
problems of Delhi people. He sought
time to address the problems.

If we all get together, then there
is no problem that cannot be
resolved. Delhi’s bureaucracy will
have to join hands with the people so
that we can rid this country of
corruption,” he said.

Analysts say AAP victory and the
subsequent formation of government
have boosted up the morale of honest
people and RTI activists.

The 13-month old political party
has now become a cause of worry for
other political parties across the
country, at least in urban areas.

It has now decided to open 300
offices across the country besides
announcing that AAP would contest
all 80 Lok Sabha seats in Uttar
Pradesh.

AAP hISToRY 
APRIL 5, 2011: Arvind Kejriwal and Anna Hazare came together
with the popular India Against Corruption (IAC) movement
demanding a Jan Lokpal Bill, an anti-graft legislation.

SEPEMBER 19, 2011: Anna Hazare and Kejriwal admitted that
they differ with each other on entering politics.

OCTOBER 2, 2012: Kejriwal announced he was forming a
political party.

NOVEMBER 26,2012: AAP launched.

MARCH 2013: AAP was registered as a political party by the
Election Commission of India.

AUGUST 3, 2013: AAP formally launched its election symbol
'Broom'

NOVEMBER 20, 2013: AAP published its manifesto, promising
a clean and corruption-free government. They also said that
power will be directly in the hands of the people and that
households using up to 700 litres of water per day would be
given free water.

DECEMBER 8, 2013: AAP's leader Arvind Kejriwal defeats
three-time Delhi Chief Minister Sheila Dikshit. AAP secures 28
seats in the 70 member assembly.

DECEMBER 28, 2013: AAP forms government. Kejriwal takes
oath along with six others at Ramlila Maidan.

POLITICAL NEWS
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Soon after the Congress party
was routed in the recent
assembly elections, its

president Sonia Gandhi said the
defeat called for ‘deep introspection.

She also said the party would
study the ‘many reasons for the
defeat’ in apparent attempt to cover
up her son Rahul Gandhi, who is
being unofficially projected as
Congress party’s prime ministerial
candidate for the 2014 elections.

Sonia told the media that she was
very, very disappointed with the
election results. Congress was routed
in four states – Delhi, Madhya
Pradesh, Rajasthan and Chhattisgarh
– while elections were held in five
states. It could retain only Mizoram.

"We have to understand to look at
the many reasons for this defeat. We
have to look into the way we did not
take our message to the people. Also,
we have to look at our own party if it
is well equipped in running an
election campaign," she said.

Sonia said, "We will introspect
seriously and we will take all
necessary action... We will rectify
our mistakes."

On the other hand, Rahul Gandhi
said his party would learn from its
defeat in state elections and vowed to
give a party people will be proud of.

"The Congress has the ability to
stand up to the expectations of the
people. We will give you a party you
will be proud of, and that has your
voice embedded inside," he said. 

Congress defeat calls for
deep introspection: Sonia
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Aresolution introduced in the US Congress by
Republican members with an intention to influence

the outcome of India’s upcoming elections to Lok Sabha
lost its grip, thanks to the efforts of US India Political
Action Committee, an Indian American pressure group.

The resolution was aimed at
influencing the outcome against
Bharatiya Janata Party and its
prime ministerial candidate
Narendra Modi.

However, the victory of BJP
in the assembly elections held in
Delhi, Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh and Rajasthan
appears to have forced the US
Congressmen think wisely.

The House resolution 417
introduced last month by
Republican members Joe Pitts
and Frank Wolf while praising
"India's rich religious diversity
and commitment to tolerance and
equality" commends the US
government for denying a visa to
Modi "on the grounds of
egregious religious freedom
violations".

It also "urges all political
parties and religious
organisations to publicly oppose
the exploitation of religious
differences and denounce
harassment and violence against
religious minorities, especially in
the run-up to India's general
elections in 2014".

Over the weekend, Ed Royce, influential Republican
Chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, to
which the resolution was referred, issued a statement at

the behest of USINPAC saying it "weakens, rather than
strengthens, the friendship between the US and India".

"The resolution runs counter to
all the hard work that the
American people, particularly
those in the Indian American
community, have done to improve
the relationship," he said.

"Our two nations share many
common values and strategic
interests. India plays a central role
in the Asia-Pacific region, and we
must do our part to ensure that
India is a centerpiece of America's
rebalance to Asia," he stated.

A couple of days earlier, Steve
Chabot, Republican chairman of
the House Foreign Affairs
Subcommittee on Asia and the
Pacific, withdrew his name as an
original cosponsor of the
resolution.

Eni Faleomavaega, the top
Democrat on the subcommittee on
Asia and the Pacific, criticized the
resolution for "failing to note that
India's Supreme Court has found
no evidence against Modi".

"Rather than praising India,
the Resolution focuses on the
2002 Gujarat riots some 11 years
after the incident while failing to
note that India's Supreme Court
has found no evidence against
Modi."

USINPAC said it will spare no
effort in making sure the US

Congress does not intentionally or unintentionally
influence the outcome of India's upcoming elections.
India is a sovereign nation and its citizens have a right to
choose their leaders. 

Anti-BJP resolution in
US Congress loses grip

POLITICAL NEWS
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The men
who sell 

healthytea
From the humble beginnings
way back in 1964, Rk Tea has
grown into a leading tea
supplier in the city. The
company which supplies
200 varieties of tea is all set
to go global with the entry of
London educated Abhishek
Agarwal into the business.
head of Rk Tea Traders Sri
krishan Agarwal and his son
Abhishek Agarwal, who
heads Rk Tea Corporation,
speak to  The news.

How has been the journey so far in this business and what are your
future plans?

My father started the tea business in 1964 while I left for Assam in 1982
where I made friends with tea growers and acquired complete knowledge
of tea varieties. I came back to Hyderabad in 1995 and wanted to introduce
more variants of tea. I decided to stay back here with an intention to supply
quality tea, says Sri Krishnan Agarwal.  His son Abhishek Agarwal says, “I
joined the family business after taking a degree in international marketing

FOCUS
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from a London University. I
introduced a brand Té Casa – which
in Spanish means Tea House. Our
product is in huge demand.”

We have finalized a deal for
export of our tea to Middle East.
Over a period, we will go global.

Where do you get the stocks from
and how many varieties do you
supply?

We get all our stocks directly
from the tea gardens in Assam and
Darjeeling. We supply about 200
varieties of tea – normal tea and
green tea - to the wholesalers.

Who are your customers – dealers
or end user? And how do you
prevent adulteration?

We supply directly to the dealers
who in turn sell the products to
retailers and end users. We conduct
random inspection at the dealers
place and see that the license is
cancelled if any seller is found
adulterating the products.

What makes you different from
others?

Clarity in pricing and the quality
of the product we supply.

How do you retain your
customers?

Since our dealers are our
customers, the business is built on
relationship. Also, the quality and
pricing of our products help us retain
the customers.

How the non-branded tea you
supply is different from branded
products and which is superior?

Branded tea is only for eyes.
Non-branded tea is for your palate. It
all depends on your choice. There is
nothing like superior or inferior.

Mr Sri Krishan, tell us about your
personal life and your hobbies?

I have a son and daughter. My
son Abhishek has already joined the
business. I love travelling and
socialize in my way. Socialising for
me is to visit friends and have lots of
tea so as to get feedback on my
products. For me, ‘Subah ho ya
shaam sirf chai ke naam’.

Mr Abhishek, you have introduced
a brand Té Casa? Could you
explain what does it mean?

Yes. I take it as an achievement.
Té Casa is derived from two Spanish
words which individually mean Tea
House. It appropriately defines the
brand. Té Casa Green Tea is non-
blended and the purest form of Green
tea leaves available in the market. It
is available in any medical store,
supermarket chains and any hotel

rated above two stars in the twin
cities.

What is so special about your
green tea?

Colour of my tea is green. The
leaves are freshly plucked from the
gardens and dispatched to the end
user. It gives fresh kick which is
healthy for you. It is the in-thing
now. It reaches the customers before
any other branded green tea reaches
them.

How do you spread this message of
green tea?

I have started associating with a
couple of hospitals and doctors to
promote that green tea is good for
diabetes. It’s been a couple of years
that I have been promoting the green
tea during 5K run on Children’s 
day 
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An enthusiastic person himself, young and
dynamic Praveen Agarwal stepped into the
hospitality industry eight years ago to

become the third generation businessman in the
family. Talking to The News he reveals his plan to set
up a world class studio convention center in the near
future.

You say you are the third generation man in this
business of your family. Tell us how has been the
journey?

Initially, my family was into electrical contracts.
We are A-Class electrical contractors and provide our
services to various people including the government.
Over a period of time, my family began supplying tent
house material and then entered the function hall
business. Today, we own two huge function halls –
Classic Gardens and Dream Land Gardens – with
world class facilities besides managing 10 more
function halls owned by others.

What is so special about your services and what
are the services you offer?

We are rated one among the best in terms of
service. We don’t just rent out the function halls. We
also offer everything required for organizing a
function, a party or a meeting. However, we do not
cater to the food and decoration requirements of the
customers since everyone has their own choices. But
we can arrange food and decoration if customers wish
so.

We also provide illumination services for in-door
and outdoor programmes for both private customers
and government. We provide temporary illumination
for Ganesh Festival and Rashtrapati Bhavan etc.

Where do you stand in terms of competition?
We are one among the best in providing services.  

Tell us how long have you been into this
business and what made you step into this line?

Classic tale of the
humble young man

FOCUS
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It’s almost eight years
since I entered this
business. I would say I
stepped into this business
because of my
grandfather. I used to
drive a two wheeler to
take him around various
places as part of the
business. He used to
teach me the

intricacies of
the
business
and thus I

gradually developed interest. During the process, I felt
that I can share the joyous moments of my customers
and make the blissful time more memorable by being
in this business. Your business involves huge
investment and coordination with different agencies.
Yet, you will have the business during select season
which brings a lot of pressure. So, how do you
manage all this?

During the season I stretch myself all out, but
during off-season I try to reinvent myself. I plan for
the next season. And let me tell you, I have to work
round the year because we manage 12 function halls
in different parts of the city. That means, different
communities hold functions during different seasons.
Therefore, on an average, at least three function halls
managed by us will be hosting one or the other
function all the year.

How do you ensure customer satisfaction?

I believe in personal touch. Mere presence at the
venue at the time of function makes the customer feel
satisfied. The customer would be happy to have a
responsible man to approach if need be. Physical
presence of the manager until the venue is cleared by
the client makes the difference. I attach special
importance to this aspect.

Who is your inspiration in business and personal
life respectively?

When it comes to business, I draw inspiration
from my competitors and my grandfather is the
inspiring figure in my personal life.

Tell us the secret behind your success at a very
young age?

I learn from the mistakes I commit and will not
repeat them. Also, I face the challenges with a positive
spirit. This attitude of mine put me on the ladder of
success.

What motivates you and who assist you in the
business?

My predecessors gave me a benchmark and I wish
to pass on to the next generation a higher benchmark.
This idea motivates me to work hard. Since this is a
family business, my uncles and brothers help me put
things together and carry on the business successfully.

What are future plans?
I wish to be ahead in the league of function halls

management and take it to the next level.  A plan is
under pipeline to start a world class studio convention
center – a one stop shop for any function.

What are your hobbies and how do you spend your
weekends?

Listening to music, giving training programs in
schools and colleges have been my hobbies. I make
sure to spend time with family and also with
underprivileged through NGOs during weekends.

What do you suggest for enthusiasts planning to
venture into this business?

Have lot of patience. Think twice before you act.
This is service industry and you need to be humble. 
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P V PRASAD

Tell us about FortuneArt?
FortuneArt began its journey as an importer and later set up a

plant to manufacture end-to-end solutions in LED lighting. We are
one of very few companies having R&D facility. Various government
agencies, pharma companies, NRSI, ISRO and several other
companies are among the list of our esteemed clients.

What is your product line?
I have always been into a product line which is innovative. I have

never sold a product which is not electrical.

THE POWER
SAVINGMAN Industrialist Arvind Srimal

wants the power saving
LeD lights produced by his
company reach Aam Admi
across the globe.
Specialized in giving end-
to-end solution in LeD
lighting, he strives along
with his dedicated team to
see FortuneArt among the
top five companies in
electrical industry

FOCUS
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Tell us about yourself?
I started my own business 41

years ago when I was a young kid of
13 yrs old and have been into
electrical business for the last 35 yrs.

What are your qualifications?
My qualification is my

experience. I have got vast subject
knowledge. I have done a lot of study
on my products. I have done more
than 200 hours of research in the last
one and a half years on my product
and the new products entering the

market.
What are your achievements?

I began as a trader and purchased
products from various people. Over
a period, I became a manufacturer
and sold my products for all those
people from whom I have purchased.
I am almost close to selling my
products to a Chinese company.

Lighting products sold to China
is not a far distance dream of mine
which should be achieved this year.

What keeps you going?
I have a passion for this product.

I have been very lucky to get close to
25 people who have been working
with me from 15 years to 28 years
with me. Most of the people who
joined me have been helpful. I give
great credit to my team for all the
success.

How do you take care of your
team members?

We are there for them anytime if
anything unforeseen happens.

How do you maintain discipline
between business and family?

I am workaholic. I start working
from 9 am and reach home by 8 pm.
We will have great family time in the
evenings. I take two holidays a year
to spend time with family.   

Tell us about your hobbies?
I love music and book reading.

We have a group of musical kitty and
meet once in two months.

Hyderabad has been the
foreground of your operations. So,
how do you discharge your
corporate social responsibility?

We do a lot of things. We
subsidize a school; we fund a small
Gow shala, provide medical aid to
some institutions. We also support
some NGOs, but don’t want to take
credit because it becomes
advertisement.

What is your motto?
I would like to be one of the

bestselling brands in the country with
great quality. I would like to be a
quality man like TATA. My tagline is
“be the best and buy from the best”. I
want to be known as true power
saving man and man of innovation.
What is your vision for next five
years?
We hope to be one of India’s best

LED light manufacturing company.
Hopefully, we will be only next to
Phillips, Crompton, Bajaj and Surya. 
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YOGESH, THE LEADER OF
PACKAGING INDUSTRY
Rishabh Industries is one of the leading manufacturers of packaging material

catering to the needs of various sectors. Aimed at hitting the number one
position, its founder Yogesh Jain speaks how he began his journey as a

businessman and reached the position he is holding today.

FOCUS
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Where did you make the beginning
and what made you step into this
industry ?

I began my career as a grocer
about 30 years ago and moved on to
construction industry before
becoming a leading bread
manufacturer. However, the
shortage of packing material for
the bread I manufacture made me
think of stepping into packaging
industry. And today, I am here as
a leading manufacturer of the
packaging material.

What are the products you
manufacture and where do you
stand in the competition?

Our range of products include
liquid packaging films meant for
packing ghee, oils, milk and
water, co-extruded poly films,
laminated packaging film, multi-
colour laminated rolls,
multi-colour laminated pouches,
printed silver pouches, printed
BOPP pouches, shopping bags
and flexible packaging films. We
are one among the top three in
this industry of about 300 players
because of the strict quality and
pricing systems we follow.

What is your success mantra?
Work is a passion for me and I

have a team equally passionate. We
all work hard and ensure success. The
team work, strict adherence to quality
and costs gave us success all the time.

What are your strengths and
limitations?

My strengths are all my well
wishers, good friends and team mates
Rajender Jain and Bharath Jain, who
have been with me and never seen
back. People might think lack of a
professional degree is my weakness.
But I have been learning all through
my life and I know the dynamics of

BA to MBA. In fact, I have been
successfully managing the business
and touching numbers in line with
business degree holders.
How u motivate yourself and your
team?

I am target driven man and I set
my own targets to meet. So, the
challenges ahead motivate me to
work hard. Simultaneously, I lead my
team from front, be with them in their
times of joy and sorrow. I consider
my team as an extended family and
the team members are never treated
as workers. Instead, they are treated
as a joint family and I make it a point
to sit with them ones in a week at
least for an hour. 

That’s where I get to know their
hurdles, problems and limitations.
Also, I take care of the team
members’ health, food and
sanitization. If they are healthy, they
can take care of their family and my
business. I give top priority to ensure
that they receive their salary, rewards
and recognition on time.

What is your take on your
competitors?

I don’t feel them as competitors.
Instead, I try to learn from their best
practices and set my targets. Then I
try to achieve the set targets without

hurting others.

How do you handle your
business?

I handle my entire business
with my two arms - Rajender
Jain and Bharat Jain. In fact, I
believe coming together is a
beginning, keeping together is
progress and working together
is success.

Where do you see yourself in
the next five years?

Five years from now, I am
confident of reaching number
one position in the country. With
the blessings of my well
wishers, I would love to be
above the rest.

Give us a peep into your
personal life, like how you

begin your day, how you spend
weekends and about your youthful
days?

Personally, I am a religious man
and begin my day with anna daanam.
I take my breakfast only after anna
daanam.

During weekends, I dedicate my
time for near and dear because they
are my strength since they are there
for me all the time. Yes, as a young
man I was associated with Congress.
I was the vice-president of Andhra
Pradesh Youth Congress for two
years and then held different positions
in the Congress party four over four
years. Signing off from the
interaction Yogesh says, “I am now
active in serving Jain community. I
am there whenever the community
needs me.” 
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DOODI DURGA REDDY

Illegal mining of semi-precious stones
has been taking place in remote area of
Medak district even as the revenue and

mining officials turn a blind eye.
The semi-precious stones, worth

several lakhs of rupees in the market, are
mined using an excavator and smuggled
away in a medium goods transport vehicle
allegedly to coastal Andhra Pradesh.

It is alleged that a miner from Krishna
district is carrying out the illegal mining in
government land in survey number 397
near Tangellakunta in Chinnakodur
Mandal of Medak district. Interestingly,
the area comes under Siddipet assembly
constituency represented by TRS leader T
Harish Rao.

It is alleged that the illegal mining has
been going on in connivance with some
corrupt officials. It is due to this reason the
officials are not keen on preventing the
mining and transportation of semi-precious
stones, sources said.

Since the illegal mining is allegedly
being carried out by a miner from Krishna
district, it is igniting regional differences
in the area at a time when agitations are at
peak in favour and against the creation of
separate state of Telangana, sources said.

What is more interesting is that the
revenue authorities, who oversee and
prevent illegal mining in remote areas,
claim they have no information about any
such activity. Chinnakodur Tahsildar
Vasantha Lakshmi confirmed to this
correspondent that they have no
information about illegal mining in the
mandal. 

ILLegAL mInIng oF
SemI-PReCIoUS
SToneS RAmPAnT

STATE NEWS
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In an apparent attempt to cover upthe massive corruption scandals
and improve its image, the Congress
led United Progressive Alliance
(UPA) government on December 18
approved the Lokpal and Lokayukta
Bill, 2011.

The Rajya Sabha adopted the
amended bill on December 17 and it
came to the Lok Sabha the next day
for final approval.

Prime Minister Manmohan Singh
described it as "a historic and

landmark step" to fight corruption in
the country.

Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
leader Sushma Swaraj said the
government should not make any
attempt to take credit for the passage
of the bill because it should go to
Anna Hazare.

Congress vice president Rahul
Gandhi said more anti-corruption
legislations were on the anvil. "We
need more bills and we have the
framework. The Congress has bills in
the pipeline that need to be passed,"
Rahul told reporters.

Activist Anna Hazare,  whose

agitation in 2011 had galvanised
public anger against corruption
forcing the government to introduce
Lokpal Bill, ended his nine-day long
fast at Ralegan Siddhi in Maharashtra
after the Lok Sabha passed the
Lokpal bill. He had launched the fast
demanding the bill be passed in the
winter session of the Parliament. 

Hazare said, "The bill has been
passed by both houses of parliament.
But we cannot be complacent. The
real work will begin now. We must
remain ever vigilant."

But Hazare's former associate,
Arvind Kejriwal, remained a

FInALLY, PARLIAmenT
PASSeS LokPAL BILL

NATIONAL NEWS
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dissident outside parliament.
Kejriwal's Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
termed the Lokpal legislation as a
"welcome bill" for corrupt politicians.

The bill was pending in the Rajya
Sabha for almost two years as
opposition members had doubts on
the draft passed by the Lok Sabha in
December 2011. A select committee

examined it in detail and gave its
recommendations, many of which
were incorporated in the amended
bill. 

Janata Dal (United) leader Sharad
Yadav supported the bill but
expressed apprehension it would stall
development in the country.

Samajwadi Party leader Mulayam

Singh Yadav said: "This is a
dangerous bill. It will lead to anarchy.
You must withdraw it." The SP
walked out of the Lok Sabha in
protest against the bill.

Apart from establishing Lokpal,
the bill also provides for the creation
of Lokayuktas in the states within a
year of the notification of the law. 

CONSTITUTION OF
LOKPAL: The Lokpal will

consist of a chairperson and a
maximum of eight members, of
which 50 percent shall be judicial
members. Fifty percent members of
Lokpal shall be from among SCs,
STs, OBCs, minorities and women.

SELECTION OF LOKPAL:
The selection committee will

have prime minister, Lok Sabha
speaker, leader of the opposition in
the Lok Sabha and the Chief Justice
of India. A fifth member of the
selection committee for selection of
Lokpal under the category of
"eminent jurist" may be nominated
by the President on the basis of
recommendation of the first four
members of the selection
committee.

LOKAYUKTAS: The new bill
mandates states to set up

Lokayuktas within 365 days from
the date of notification of the law.
States can determine the type.

RELIGIOUS BODIES AND
TRUST: The new bill

includes societies and trusts that
collect public money, receive
funding from foreign sources and
have an income level above a
certain threshold. It excludes bodies
creating endowments for or

performing religious or charitable
functions.

Prosecution: In the new bill,
before taking a decision on

filing a chargesheet in a case upon
consideration of the investigation
report, the Lokpal may authorise its
own prosecution wing or the
investigating agency concerned to
initiate prosecution in special
courts.

Central Bureau of Investigation
(CBI): For independence of the

CBI, in the new bill a directorate of
prosecution will be formed.
Appointment of the director of
prosecution will be on the
recommendation of the Central
Vigilance Commissioner.
Transfer of officers of CBI

investigating cases referred by
Lokpal will be only with the
approval of Lokpal who will also
have superintendence over CBI in
relation to Lokpal referred cases.

HEARING: The new bill says
a government servant will get

a hearing before a decision is taken
by the Lokpal.

PRIME MINISTER: The
prime minister will be under

the purview of the Lokpal with
subject matter exclusions and
specific process for handling
complaints against the prime
minister.

INVESTIGATION: Inquiry has
to be completed within 60 days

and investigation to be completed
within six months. Lokpal shall
order an investigation only after
hearing the public servant.  Inquiry
against the prime minister has to be
held in-camera and approved by
two-thirds of the full bench of the
Lokpal.

PENALTY: False and frivolous
complaints - imprisonment up

to one year and a fine of up to Rs.1
lakh. Public servants -
imprisonment up to seven years.
Criminal misconduct and habitually
abetting corruption - jail term up to
10 years.

SALIENT FEATURES OF LOKPAL BILL
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McDonald’s - one of the leading
global foodservice retailer –

seems to be cheating 118 countries
through its 34,000 locations serving
nearly 69 million customers each
day. In a strange bit of hypocrisy,
McResource Line, the employees-
only website run by McDonald’s,
advises its 1.8 million employees not
to eat fast-food.  

According to CNBC, the
McResource Line says, "Fast foods
are quick, reasonably priced, and
readily available alternatives to home
cooking. While convenient and
economical for a busy lifestyle, fast
foods are typically high in calories,
fat, saturated fat, sugar, and salt and
may put people at risk for becoming
overweight.”

The fast food giant has advised
employees to avoid meals with

burgers and
fries and to
eat healthier
options like
salad and
sandwiches.

The website advises its
employees to eat at places
that offer a variety of salads,
soups and vegetables to
maintain best health.

The site also says
people with high blood
pressure, diabetes, and heart
disease must be very careful
about choosing fast food
because of its high fat, salt,
and sugar levels.

The advice has been given with
graphics depicting the unhealthy
choice and the healthier choice.
McDonald’s own food finds place in
the former column. The advice also
tells the employees to limit the extras

such as cheese, bacon and
mayonnaise.

However, a spokesperson of
McDonald’s said in a statement that
the McResource Line site was taken
totally out of context.

Don’t eat
fast foods

WORLD NEWS
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About 24-years ago she left
for United States with just
$200 with her for survival.

Today, Hyderabad born Nandita
Venkateswaran Berry, is not only the
most accomplished attorney in Texas
but she has been appointed the
Secretary of State for Texas.

Announcing the appointment of
Berry, 45, Governor Rick Perry
called the Houston-based attorney
one of the most accomplished in the
state of Texas. Berry is the first
person of Indian origin to hold the
third top executive job in Texas. She
steps into the office on January 7.

"Nandita Berry personifies what
is possible through hard work and
dedication in the State of Texas,"
Perry said in a release.

"Arriving from India at the age of
21 with nothing but $200 to her
name, she worked diligently to earn
her law degree and has since become
one of the most accomplished
attorneys in the state.

"Her work ethic, intelligence and
wide array of experiences will serve
her capably in her new duties as
Secretary of State, and I look forward
to working with her to keep Texas the
best place in the country to live, work
and raise a family."

As the 109th Texas Secretary of
State, Berry would also become the
state's chief elections officer; the
governor's liaison on border and
Mexican affairs and Texas' chief
protocol officer for state and

international matters.
Her office also serves as the

formal repository for official and
business records; publishes
government rules and regulations,
keeps the state seal and attests to the
governor's signature on official
documents.

Berry has been on the board of
several institutions including the
Houston Zoo, the South Asian
Chamber of Commerce, the Houston
Area Women's Centre, and the
Community Family Centre of
Houston.

Born in Hyderabad in 1968,
Berry is married to controversial
radio talk-show host and former

Houston city councilman Michael
Berry, a conservative with Tea Party
links boasting close to 85,000
Facebook followers.

After coming to the US, Berry
got another bachelor's degree in
political science from the University
of Houston. She got her law degree
from the University of Houston Law
Centre in 1995, and was admitted to
the Texas bar the same year.

Currently, she is a senior counsel
with the law firm of Locke Lord LLP,
where she practices corporate and
securities law as in-house counsel for
El Paso Corporation, one of North
America's largest independent
natural gas producers.

Hyderabad-born is
Texas secretary of state

Nandita Berry personifies what is possible through hard
work and dedication in the State of Texas
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Senior film actors M Mohan Babu and K
Brahmanandam have misused the title –
Padma Shri – for commercial purposes,

according to a writ petition filed by senior BJP
leader N Indrasena Reddy.

The BJP leader said in his petition that,
“The names of the two actors were shown as producer
Padma Shri Dr M Mohan Babu and Padma Shri
Brahmanandam in the movie titled Denikaina Ready.”

He also said usage of titles either as prefix or suffix
to a name has been prohibited by the Supreme Court of
India and is against the guidelines issued by the
Government of India in the year 1991. 

The BJP leader urged the Andhra Pradesh High
Court to direct the union home ministry to cancel the
titles given to the two actors and also direct the censor
board officials to remove the prefix used in the film.

When the advocate representing the actors informed
the court that the title was mistakenly used and
corrective measures were taken, the high court bench
comprising chief justice Kalyan Jyoti Sengupta and
Justice Sanjay Kumar on December 30, 2013 directed
the sixth respondent in the case – Twenty Four Frames

Factory Private Limited – owned by the family
of Mohan Babu – to publish prominently in print
and electronic media for three consecutive days
the corrective measures taken.

The court also directed the film maker to
delete the titles in the negative and all the prints
of the film which have already been made. The
court ordered, “Therefore, all the prints should

be taken back from the distributors or from the
exhibitors and to delete the same effectually either by
partial destruction or by complete destruction,
whichever mode will suit.”

With the high court taking serious note of the
misuse of the title Padma Shri by Mohan Babu and
Brahmanandam and posting the case to January 3, 2014,
speculation has been doing rounds that the two actors
might be stripped of the titles. 

Meanwhile, the petitioner is getting ready to
produce additional evidence before the court showing
this was not the first instance in which the two actors
misused the title. Sources close to the petitioner said
that documents showing Mohan Babu had misused the
title for commercial purposes for another movie titled
‘Jhummandi Naadam’, produced by his daughter
Lakshmi Prasanna.

Mohan Babu, Brahmi
in trouble after misuse

of Padma award

TINSEL TOWN
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Come this Sankranthi, two
Tollywood heroes – Mahesh
Babu and Ramcharan Teja –

would be crossing swords.
They are neither crossing swords

in real life nor on the screen. But they
would be competing with each other
in drawing crowds to theatres with
their latest flicks, scheduled for
release in January.

While Mahesh Babu’s ‘1’ is all set
for release during this Sankranthi,

Ramcharan’s movie ‘Evadu’ will also
be released around the same time.

The makers of ‘1’ have announced
that the movie would be released on
January 10, while the makers of
‘Evadu’ have decided to release the
movie on January 12. Both the actors
have huge fan following among the
youth. Besides, the duo being
successors of matinee idols Krishna
and Chiranjeevi, film industry has lot
of expectations on the two movies.

During the 2013 Sankranthi too,
the two actors entertained their fans

with their movies – Seethamma
Vaakitlo Sirimalle Chettu and Nayak
– in which Mahesh Babu and
Ramcharan played lead roles. There
has been a tradition in Tollywood of
releasing the movies of top heroes for
Sankranthi because of the sentiment
that movies released during this
season bring good profits for the film
makers.

It has to be seen which among the
two actors – Mahesh Babu and
Ramcharan – would reap in much
profits for their producers.

MAHESH AND RAMCHARAN
TO CROSS SWORDS
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When it comes to downloading favorite figures, net savvy lots have one
demigod in priority, and that is of course neither Manmohan Singh nor
Sonia Gandhi. Worst still it is not even Khans or Bachchan!  And
wonder who? It is none other than Bollywood actress Sunny Leone!
She has topped the imagery downloads category in an annual survey of
mobile attitude of customers.

The recent survey reveals that Sunny is the most downloaded actor,
both in female and male categories, with a whopping 300 percent more
downloads than even superstar Shah Rukh Khan.

In the female category, the ‘Jackpot’ star is followed by Sherlyn
Chopra while Priyanka Chopra takes the third spot.

Priyanka’s cousin Parineeti Chopra made it to the fourth place, and
Poonam Pandey rounds up the top five in the category.

According to an agency report, among males, Ranbir Kapoor has
the maximum imagery download. The second place goes to Shahid
Kapoor followed by Ranveer Singh. Shah Rukh takes the fourth place
while ‘Dabangg’ star Salman Khan is in the fifth spot.

It’s all
funny,
Sunny!

A a recently held survey shows
that renowned Indo-Canadian
porn star Sunny Leone topped

the imagery downloads
category

TINSEL TOWN
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Very few people related to
Indian sports dare to speak
against the irregularities

crept into sports. One such

sportsperson is Flying Sikh Milkha
Singh.

Speaking to media persons on the
sidelines of the unveiling of the
mascot for the Lusofonia Games in
Panaji on December 10, Milkha

Singh said rich and mighty people
have captured sports associations in
India causing serious harm.

India's star athlete of yesteryears
Milkha Singh said, "Politicians and
people with money have captured
sports associations. That is why there
is no progress."

His comments come less than a
week after the Supreme Court
expressed concern that politicians and
businessmen were heading various
sports associations in India.

A Supreme Court bench
comprising Justices TS Thakur and J
Chelameshwar had said on December
5, "It is a sad commentary that people
who are administrators of the game
have nothing to do with sports and
they run the bodies at the cost of the
game.

"Sports are run by private
individual persons. Private
individuals are controlling the games
in India. Can the game be held
hostage by private interest?" the
bench said.

Milkha Singh further said that he
would not secure more than two votes
if he contests elections in a sports
association. The athlete, who inspired
the Bollywood biopic ‘Bhaag Milkha
Bhaag’ also said that there was no
hope unless the voting system in
elections to sports associations was
changed.

Replying to a question Milkha
Singh said he would pitch Sachin
Tendulkar’s name for the sports
minister because the latter was
already into politics and knows what
the need of the hour was.

POLITICIANS HARMING INDIAN
SPORTS: MILKHA SINGH

SPORTS NEWS
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The Emperor of Good Times and Storm
Fashion Company hosted the third season

of Kingfisher Ultra Hyderabad International
Fashion Week in the last week of December.

As many as 11 fashion designers including
five from Hyderabad wowed the onlookers with
their collections. The five designers from
Hyderabad are – Fabiha Siddiqui, Ishita Singh,
Anitha Reddy, Mebaz Show and Shivali Singh.

Meera Chopra walked the ramp as the
showstopper in an awe striking piece adding
further sensuality to the show.

Staying true to form, The Emperor of Good
Times, Kingfisher ULTRA brought the fashion
revelry to a close with a pulsating after party.

hYDeRABADI
DeSIgneRS ShIne

AT kIngFISheR
FAShIon week

FASHION NEWS
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Even as the Indian Air Force
(IAF) began phasing out the
MiG-21 fighters, India's

indigenous light combat aircraft
Tejas - the lightest military jet in its
class - got initial operational
clearance on December 20 - paving
the way for its induction into the IAF.

Thirty years after it was
conceived, Tejas is likely to join the
fleet after the final operational

clearance next year to replace the
MiG fighters.

Tejas can fly at a speed of more
than 1,350 km per hour and can be
compared to some of the world's best
fighter aircraft -- the Mirage 2000, F-
16 and Gripen fighter jets.

It
is expected to
cost about Rs 200
crore per aircraft initially,
with the cost coming down as
production increases.

Defence Minister A K Antony
handed over the service release
documents to IAF chief NAK
Browne at a ceremony at the
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited
(HAL) Complex in Bangalore on

December 20, after initial operational
clearance (IOC-II) given by the
Centre for Military Airworthiness
and Certification, an establishment of
the Defence Research and
Development Organisation (DRDO).

Antony described it as a great

day for the whole nation and a
momentous occasion. The
minister, however,
acknowledged that the project
had gone through periods of
frustration and setbacks and
said questions were raised
about continuance of the
project.

“Last few years, I myself
had my share of criticism.
Ultimately, India will succeed
... that was the determination,"
he said.  Air Chief Marshal
Browne said the day marked a
historic milestone and India
had joined a select group of
nations to design and produce
their own state-of-the art
fighter aircraft.

The LCA will now be called
Tejas Mark I. It will be called Tejas
Mark II after final operational
clearance (FOC) slated for end of
2014. HAL plans to initially produce
eight LCAs every year and then scale
up production to 16.

TEJAS TO REPLACE MIG FIGHTERS
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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Ever wanted to be a Superman,
Batsman or even a
Shaktiman? At least some

times, when times were really bad
and we were at the receiving end,
how we would have wished to
become a superpower and lift the
rival and throw him away?

But if you though it was all a
figment of imagination, a distant
dream and moved on, you have all
reasons to rethink.

A robotic device invented by
engineering students could help its
wearer carry an additional 40 pounds
(18 kg).  According to a report
appeared in Daily Mail, instead of
feeling the full weight of their body,
the robot arm would make lifting the
child feel as easy as lifting a cup of
tea.

Though the robot looks and
sounds like part of a superhero's
costume, its creators say it's designed
for ordinary people - those who need
either physical rehabilitation or a little
extra muscle for their job. In technical
terms, the apparatus is an untethered,
upper-body exoskeleton; to the
layman, it's essentially a battery-
powered arm brace attached to a
backpack.

The device - Titan Arm – has
cost-efficient design and has won the
team accolades and at least $75,000
(£45,580) in prize money. “They built
something that people can relate to,”

the Daily Mail quoted Robert
Carpick, chairman of University of
Pennsylvania's mechanical
engineering department, as saying.

The project builds on existing

studies of such body equipment,
sometimes called 'wearable robots.'
The Penn students were said to have
moved by the power of that concept -
restoring mobility to those who have
suffered traumas - as well as the idea
of preventing injuries in those who
perform repetitive heavy-lifting tasks.

Another senior team member
reportedly said that when they started
talking to physical therapists and
prospective users, or people who had
gone through these types of injuries,
they just kept on getting more and
more motivated.  The team modeled
pieces using 3D printers and
computer design programs,
eventually making most components
out of aluminum.

The final product cost less than
$2,000 (£1,217) and weighs 18lb
(8kg). A handheld joystick controls

motorised cables that raise and lower
the arm; sensors measure the wearer's
range of motion to help track rehab
progress. Since its unveiling, Titan
Arm has won the $10,000 (£6,086)
Intel Cornell Cup USA and the
$65,000 (£39,559) James Dyson
Award.

The resulting publicity generated
a slew of interest from potential users,
including grandparents who find it
hard to lift their grandchildren.

The Titan Arm focuses on a single
mechanised joint - the elbow - giving
the user a 40-pound (18kg) boost in
strength. The team decided to use a
cable drive system which works in a
similar way to the brakes on a bike.
The arm draws power from a battery
pack that could be worn on the back,
allowing for the mobility they'd set
out to achieve.

Be A SUPeRmAn!
In an incredible invention, a group of engineering students at
University of Pennsylvania has come up with a robotic device
that helps the wearer lift an extra 18 kgs of weight with no extra
effort. Instead of feeling the full weight of their bodies, the
robot arm can lift an 18-kg child as easy as lifting a cup of tea

The Titan Arm can help
its wearer carry an addi-
tional 40lb (18kg). Pic-
tured is Nick McGill, one
of the inventors, wearing
the arm
A portable Superman?
The prize-winning proto-
type builds on existing re-
search in the field of
exoskeletons, an area that
experts say will grow as
the population ages
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Reversing a 2009 Delhi High
Court verdict, the Supreme
Court on December 11 held

sex between adults of the same
gender a criminal offense.

Setting aside the Delhi High
Court verdict that decriminilised
sexual relations between people of
the same sex, Justice G S Singhvi and
Justices S J Mukhopadhyay said there
was no constitutional room for a
change in section 377 of the Indian
Penal Code.

The section holds that same-
gender sexual relationship is against
the order of nature and an offence
entailing imprisonment up to life

sentence. The apex court upheld the
constitutional validity of section 377.
But it said the government was free
to amend the law.

Reacting to the verdict, Law
Minister Kapil Sibal said, It is the
prerogative of the Supreme Court to
judge the constitutionality and
validity of the law. The opinion of the
Supreme Court must be respected by
the government. They have exercised
their prerogative, we shall exercise
ours.

The ruling came as a major blow
for gay rights activists, who pledged
to fight for their rights. Many of the
activists who were in the court broke
down.

We are back to square one with

this verdict, activist Ashok Row Kavi
said adding, “We will fight for our
rights.”

Rajya Sabha MP and Janata Dal-
United's Shivanand Tiwari described
the ruling as regressive. “The
judgment is regressive. The court
should reconsider its verdict.
Homosexulaity has been in existence
since time immemorial. Not
accepting it is ignorance. It has been
accepted in many other countries and
gay marriages have been allowed, he
said.

Another gay activist Leslie
Esteven said, We are asking for our
rights given by the constitution under
article 21. We will continue to fight
for our rights. They do not understand
our simple demand.

Activist Sohini Ghosh called the
judgment not just a betrayal of the
LGBT community but of the values
enshrined in the constitution. Our
fight will go on. We will fight till the
bitter end. Pallav Patankar from
Humsafar Trust said the verdict was
a big blow to the community.

The government had earlier told
the apex court that there were an
estimated 2.5 million gays in India
and about seven percent of them were
HIV infected.

gAY Sex IS
CRIme: SC 

JUDICIARY NEWS
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Here is a New Year gift for
customers flying India’s low-
cost airline SpiceJet’s

domestic network from 14 Indian
cities.

Starting January 6, 2014, SpiceJet
travelers can enjoy seamless
connection through Rajiv Gandhi
International Airport (RGIA) onto
Tigerair’s Singapore-bound flights.

Similarly, Tigerair customers
from Singapore can enjoy easy access
to SpiceJet's domestic network,
making their holiday and business
travel more seamless. The
introductory promotional fares start

from `4,699. The 14 Indian cities
included on the network are
Ahmedabad, Bhopal, Chennai,
Kolkata, Coimbatore, Delhi, Panaji,
Indore, Mangalore, Madurai, Pune,
Bangalore, Tirupati and Vizag.

SpiceJet and Tigerair have earlier
signed an interline agreement to this
effect. It was announced by officials
of the two airlines at Hyderabad on
December 16 in the presence of SGK
Kishore, CEO, GMR Hyderabad
International Airport Limited
(GHIAL).

SpiceJet’s chief operating officer
Sanjiv Kapoor said the partnership
would benefit travelers from India
and Singapore. He pointed out that

SpiceJet became the first Indian low
fare airline to establish such an
agreement with a foreign airline.

Alexander Knigge, group chief
commercial officer of Tigerair said,
"India is one of our key markets and
we are excited to expand our footprint
here through this interline partnership
with SpiceJet."

"We are delighted to be the
catalyst in bringing together SpiceJet
and Tigerair to create an interline
product which will have immense
benefits to travelers, the two airlines
and to the Hyderabad airport," said
Kishore. Tigerair operates five flights
a week between Hyderabad and
Singapore.

New Year gift from
SpiceJet and Tigerair

BUSINESS NEWS
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MIG-21 FL FIGHTER
FLIES INTO HISTORY 

THE NEWS BUREAU

The MiG-21 FL fighter jet
aircraft, which had heralded
the “supersonic era” in the

Indian Air Force, flew into military
aviation history at an emotional fly
past and parade on December 11 at
Kalaikunda airbase in West Bengal.

Two pairs of MiG-21 FLs took off
with a deafening roar from the
runway of the Kalaikunda air base at
9.45 am for one last time, ending a
50-year-long association with the
IAF.

A separate formation by three
MiG-27 MLs roared overhead,
performing the Trishul Break
Manoeuvre in a final salute to the
Type 77 MiG-21s.

The curtain came down on an
enduring saga in IAF's aviation
history, as a MiG-21 FL bearing tail
number C-1125 was towed out of the
parade square with wing walkers
marching alongside.

The jet -- flown by nearly three
out of every four fighter pilots of the
IAF since its induction in 1963 – had
changed the course of the 1971 Indo-
Pak war due to their accurate
targeting ability.

The pin-point accurate attack on
the Governor’s House in Dhaka by
IAF pilots flying the MiG-21s proved
to be a turning point in the war,

forcing the adversary to negotiate an
eventual surrender. The aircraft were
also fielded in the Kargil war

“I have the greatest professional
regard for MiG-21. The agility of
MiG-21 cannot be matched by any of
the present day fighters,” Chief of the
Air Staff Air Chief Marshal NAK
Browne said on the occasion.

Flight Lieutenant L Nagarajan,
the youngest Operational Conversion
Unit pilot, handed over form 700 -
document log of an aircraft - of MIG-
21 FL to the Air Chief, symbolically
drawing curtains on one of the most
enduring saga in IAF aviation history.

Appreciating the remarkable
service rendered by the squad, Air
Chief Marshal Browne said its
unprecedented combat flexibility
helped it to become the fighter
backbone of IAF for a long period of
time.

“In the 80s and 90s it constituted
almost 60 per cent of combat aircraft
of IAF. Around 90 per cent of IAF
pilots at present have flown one or the
other type of MiG-21s i.e. — FL-77
which was phased out today and
MiG-21 BIS,” he said adding all
variants ofMiG-21 will be phased
out.

NATIONAL NEWS
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Suicide bombers are criminals
who will go to hell, says Saudi
Arabia’s Grand Mufti Sheikh

Abdul Aziz Bin Abdullah Al-Sheikh.
"Suicide bombings are great

crimes and bombers are criminals
who rush themselves to hell by their
actions," Sheikh said during a lecture
in Riyadh a few days ago, according
to a local daily Al-Hayat. 

The Grand Mufti described
suicide bombers as robbed of their
minds and people who have been
used as tools to destroy themselves
and societies. 

In February 2010, Sheikh

denounced terrorism as un-Islamic
and condemned the killing of
civilians, saying such attacks have
nothing to do with the Muslim
religion. 

His latest remarks come after a
preliminary inquiry into a December
5 suicide car bombing and assault on

a Yemen defense ministry complex
found that most assailants were
Saudis.

Fifty-six people were killed in the
attack. Al-Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula (AQAP), which was
formed from a merger of the jihadist
network's Saudi and Yemeni
branches, has claimed responsibility
for the attack. 

Recently, a Saudi court jailed an
Al-Qaeda-linked jihadist for 16
years for plotting to kill Sheikh and
other clerics. Al-Qaeda and other
jihadists view the religious
establishment of Saudi Arabia as an
extension of the state and largely
disregard its rulings.  

SUICIDE BOMBERS
GO TO HELL  

TERROR & RELIGION
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A28-year-old woman from
Madhya Pradesh delivered
10 babies – all stillborn –

late on December 15.
The woman, Anju Kushwaha, a

resident of Koti village in Satna
district was referred to Sanjay
Gandhi Memorial (SGM) hospital in
Rewa district - located 125km from
her village - following medical
complications on Sunday evening.

She delivered nine stillborn
babies midway and reached SGM
Hospital around 11 pm with her
husband Sanjay carrying nine
premature fetuses wrapped in a piece
of cloth. A doctor attending to the
woman said the medical team was
awestruck when Anju's husband
Sanjay presented before them the
nine stillborn babies.

When the medical team
examined her, they found one more
foetus was in the woman's womb. It
was delivered around 12.31 am, but
again turned out to be stillborn,
hospital's assistant superintendent
SK Pathak said adding the woman
was keeping well.

The doctors said it was a case of
miscarriage followed by "hyper
stimulation syndrome", where
fertility drugs stimulate the ovaries
to produce many egg sacs. They

decided to submit a new research
paper on this particular case of high
order of multi-foetal pregnancy.

Dr Pathak said that Anju had
undergone fertility treatments.
Experts claim that multiple
pregnancies like this happen due to
over stimulation during fertility
medications and assisted
reproductive technology (ART).

"It seems that there was no
regular follow-up of her pregnancy
after IVF. At least three offspring's
could have been saved by reducing

the pregnancy," said Dr Sumitra
Yadav, a senior gynecologist
associated with Maharaja
Yeshwantrao Hospital, Indore -
state's largest government facility.

This is said to be the largest ever
reported number of fetuses in one
womb in India. 

However, medical journals
indicate that a doctor in Rome had
removed 15 fetuses from a woman in
1971, while a woman in Malaysia
gave birth to nine babies in 1999, but
none survived. 

woman in mP gives birth to
10 babies – all stillborn

In an extremely rare case, a woman in madhya Pradesh gave birth to 10 babies –
all stillborn – mid December. It is said this is only the third such case in the

world where largest number of fetuses were found in one womb.

WEIRD NEWS
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Almost everyone –
irrespective of his or her age
– love chocolates. But, the

lip smacking chocolates may go
extinct in the near future.

According to industry experts,
chocolates could run out by 2020 as
the cocoa supplies are diminishing
across the world.

Industry expert Angus Kennedy
says that the chocolate bars may get
replaced by slabs of palm oil and
vegetable fats packed with raisins
and nougat by 2020 as there is a
worldwide shortage of cocoa, the
Mirror reported.

The future of chocolate bars
looks bleak as
the

cocoa crops are being replaced by
more profitable rubber plantations.

According to Angus Kennedy,
editor of industry bible Kennedy’s
Confection magazine, the futuristic
chocolate bar is a far cry from
Cadbury's Dairy Milk.

“I have tasted the chocolate bar of
the future and it’s nothing like the
chocolate we know and love. It will
be much sweeter as sugar is the
cheapest ingredient and can be used
to hide the fact that there is less
cocoa powder,” he said.

Cocoa Butter and cocoa are the
most expensive ingredients in the
product
and will

be replaced with cheaper ingredients
like raisins and nougat. But in future
more vegetable fat will be used and
the product will be more flexible and
sludgy in texture,” he said.

Kennedy predicts the world
would run out of beans in seven
years. Figures show that the price of
cocoa beans has gone up by 63% in
the last two years while whole milk
powder has soared by 20%.

According to Kennedy future
chocolate bars will shrink to around
50g but shapes will be funkier to
attract shoppers. “Shapes are already
starting to change - Dairy Milk has
rounded the corners of their bars.
It makes people think that they
are getting something exciting
and completely new,” he
said. 

Cocoa chocolates
may vanish

by 2020

BITTER SWEET
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Are you a victim of purchase
deal? Or do you feel a
vendor had cheated you and

you don’t know how to get justice?
Also, if you are fighting against
corruption, particularly corruption in
the Wakf Board and looking for legal
assistance, here is the right man for
you.

With his rich experience,
advocate Mohammed Muneeruddin,
is known for his special skills in
fighting for justice in consumer
forums and cases of medical
negligence. He also specializes in
fighting against corruption in Wakf
Board and Public Interest Litigations
(PILs).

Muneeruddin represented scores
of cases in local, state and national

consumer forums. He strives hard for
the protection of consumer rights.

The lawyer has been arguing
cases in different courts and Wakf
Tribunal filed by himself and some
RTI activists for the protection of
Wakf properties and to fight the
corrupt and illegal practices in the
Wakf Board.

He had volunteered to argue
some PILs before the High Court. He
is one of the petitioners in a PIL filed
before the court in connection with
the gross irregularities and corruption
in Rajiv Swagruha scheme.

“The state government is taking
its citizens for a ride through the
Rajiv Swagruha scheme. The
residential flats offered by the Rajiv
Swagruha Corporation cost 25
percent more than the prevailing
market rate contrary to the promise

of providing residential flats 25
percent less than the market value,”
Muneeruddin told The News.

He also said the state government
was not justified in publicizing a
housing policy, collecting initial
application money and earnest
deposit from its citizens and later
incorporating a company for the
implementation of Rajiv Swagruha
scheme. Muneeruddin is an expert in
the cases involving medical
negligence in which hospitals play
with the emotions of the victims and
their families. He also takes up cases
to fight in labour courts, wakf
tribunal and administrative tribunals
besides undertaking criminal cases.
He can be contacted on 9246524160
or email: muneer_uddin_2000@
yahoo. com  to seek remedy in any
legal forum.  

A VERSATILE
ADVOCATE

CITY NEWS
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Avyakt (unmanifest) gives rise
to the vyakt (manifest), there
being two aspects of vyakt –

Shiv and Shakti. Their union leads to
manifest creation and separation and
traces the journey back to where it all
began, the two processes alternating
to form a circle.

The night of 31st December
marks the beginning of a new year as
per the Gregorian calendar. The Vedic
sutras divide the year into four maha
sandhyas. The night of Diwali
triggers the process of coming
together of the forces of Shiv and

Shakti, their merger being complete
on the night of Shivratri. After
Shivratri, the separation process is
initiated to be completed by Holi.
Thereafter, once again the two forces
start coming together to meet on Guru
Purnima and then again separate by
Diwali, hence completing a year.

This phenomenon of union and
separation can be traced to every
single day in our life. A day is divided
into four sandhyas. At the evening
sandhya - the time of dusk - the
divisive forces are at their peak
leading to the complete separation of
Shiv and Shakti at midnight. The
divisive forces then start subsiding

and uniting forces start gaining
strength till dawn or brahm muhurat,
when the uniting forces are at their
peak, leading to a merger close to
noon after which once again the
process of separation is initiated. For
this reason only, the time of midnight
is considered ideal for practices
aimed at detachment from the
physical while the 11-o-clock
sandhya is ideal for growth in the
physical realm. The morning sandhya
is conducive to interacting with
positive shaktis in creation and the
evening sandhya to seek protection

from the negative forces.
These sandhyas can further be

reduced to every instant in the life of
an individual. Then it is upon the
individual where he/she chooses to
make a beginning or what he/she
considers an end. In reality, it is a
circle, a process of transformation. It
does not matter at which point of the
circle you are, since it is going to
change the very next instant and
before you know it, you will be back
at the same point. We have passed so
many lifetimes doing this only and
even in our present birth we have
seen so many unions and separations.
Whenever we make a new beginning

- a new life, a new relationship, a new
job, a new property or even a new
sadhna or charity, that day itself the
date of it leaving us gets decided.
Similarly, the day something leaves
us, that day itself it is decided when
and in which form, it is going to
return.

Beginnings made to aid creation
such feeding the poor, taking care of
animals, protecting the environment
etc. lead one to spiral up to a higher
circle or plane of existence, while
beginnings made to cause harm to
fellow beings and environment lead
one to spiral down to lower circles
and beginnings made to neither harm
nor benefit the creation keep one
entangled in the same circle. Even
spiralling up or down is a phase, since
what goes up comes down and vice
versa, until one finds a guru who puts
the sishya on the path of sadhna
through practices like Sanatan kriya
and Ashtang Yog, leading to merger
with the core around which one
spirals up and down. So this ‘new’
year if you really want to make ‘new’
beginning, find a guru who is not tied
in the bandhan of maya as only he/she
grant you the experience of the
ultimate source which is unmanifest,
from where it all began. 

Find a guru to make a
new beginning

YOGI ASHWINI

SPIRITUAL NEWS
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ThUgS RoB ALmIghTY
ALLAh’S PRoPeRTIeS

Devout muslims – whether they are rulers or common people –
donated from times immemorial innumerable properties for wakf

– meant for the benefit of poor muslims. The wakf properties mean
nothing but the properties of the god Allah. however, over a period
of time, those in power corridors – mostly muslims and some non-
muslims – have manipulated the records and grabbed the Allah’s

properties, thereby committing a great sin.
we are soon bringing out a special issue unmasking the thugs who

have made millions by grabbing and selling wakf properties with
the help of corrupt people in the power corridors. 

wAkF SPeCIAL

COMING UP






